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and get your opinions heard?.

Sponsored Links. The upstream market is seeing the beginning of a wave of mergers and acquisitions as the
stronger producers, those that funded their activities through generated cash or retained earnings, are now
looking for bargains amongst the weaker. As we begin to climb up the other side of the commodity cycle to
higher prices and increased volatilities â€” something that is already well under way across the complex, we
will see growth again. Yes, there are other conclusions to be made but these are two very important trends for
CTRM software. It was a success story but it was also a set of lessons learned and mistakes made. Glad you
asked! Companies that had principally relied on debt financing to support their drilling activities have been
particularly impacted and many are struggling to meet debt payments, forcing liquidation of assets as
bankruptcies loom. So where am I going with this history lesson? Firstly, there has been a slow down in
procurement with companies opting to delay expenditures and put projects on hold â€” especially in the
middle tier or traditional package market. Each Vendor and Product listing is arranged according to the same
format for clarity and ease of use. The structure of the industry is changing and evolving. This morning I was
talking to a risk executive from a trading firm who told me that with utilities slashing their budgets over the
last few years, they had benefited from hiring some very seasoned and senior disgruntled traders, but that the
regulations were now beginning to make their business very difficult. New models are now emerging that
utilizes the Cloud from new vendors who, familiar with such issues, have innovated different approaches that
hold much promise for users. Often the solution also carries a high cost of ownership as this traditional
development model can mean months, if not years, between the emergence of a new requirement and the
delivery of the matching functionality. Secondly, the buyers that are out there are more often smaller entities
with fewer seats and favor a usage-fee based approach â€” opting for cloud-delivered solutions. It is always
cyclical and those of us that have been through a few cycles already have confidence that the cycle will
continue. Advertising Advertising All of this came at a time when one prominent vendor was acquired and
more or less disappeared from the market overnight leaving a lot of their customers very upset as that firm
slashed costs and support to all but their largest customers. There will be fewer large-scale implementations.
With this low price environment extending for almost a year now, US and Canadian producers have slashed
drilling and exploration budgets and are cutting costs to preserve cash in order to ensure their survival.
Commodity Management solutions are most commonly utilized in the mid- and downstream commodity
markets, including food processing and packaging companies, agricultural merchants, and manufacturers. In
the last few years, CTRM has been increasingly regarded as a component of an even larger software category
called Commodity Management CM , further muddying the classification of the types of software that address
the needs of the wholesale commodity marketplace. While the collapse in the oil markets has had far reaching
impacts across the global economy, nowhere are the consequences more greatly felt than in the North
American oil and gas fields. Advertising Advertising Later, I engaged the speaker over a beer and explored
some of the issues with him. As the industry has changed and evolved, so too must the vendor community.
The vendors must anticipate these shifts and adapt themselves. I sat aghast. The last years have been about the
most impactful in terms of change on our industry that I have witnessed in over years. The risk executive was
spot on in that utilities with trading arms slashed costs and in the process, lost top trading talent â€” the same
happened with the banks and funds. Sadly, Yes. The added regulatory burden means traders and commodity
companies must have robust solutions in place and they will and have began to start buying again. As the
market comes back and CTRM software sales recover, the buyers will be different â€” fewer top tier, fewer
middle tier, and a lot more smaller tier companies. So the project audit? It requires a comprehensive plan,
solid leadership both executive and project management , specialized technical and business expertise, and a
commitment from the software vendor to provide the necessary support to make their new client successful.
People are new to implementing packaged CTRM software in many of these projects and often, they fail to
hire the right help at the time it is needed. Internal and external auditors, as well as regulators, want to be
certain that the valuations used to build up financial statements are irrefutable and truly represent fair value
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based on reliable data. The problem for the vendor community however is this. The more I have thought on
this, the more I realize that this speaker is and was not alone. We have talked to people involved in,
interviewed people involved with, written about, and audited implementations across the gamut of
commodities and products. It is a few additional man days of cost added to your project but, in our experience,
it can save you tens of thousands of dollars in costs that could and should have been avoided. The Importance
of Price Curve Management In A More Regulated Commodity Trading Environment In an era of significantly
tighter regulation and oversight of commodity markets, forward price curves have taken on a whole new level
of importance. It took me no more than a couple of days to establish that this fledging ETRM vendor had no
clue how to implement its own software and the one resource who was tasked with this activity for six clients
was near exhaustion.


